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One note's store: 
Long 'lost' note brings back memories

By Fred Reed

B EGINNING IN THE MID-1970s I WORKED
in Sidney, Ohio, at a publication you may have

heard of, Coin World: "The Weekly Newspaper of the
Entire Numismatic Field." That publication had begun
in April 1960, the brain child of local publisher J. Oliver
Amos, who had inherited a family publishing business,
the Sidney daily newspaper, and a large press with lots
of down time.

Seeking additional work
for his pressmen and machin-
ery, he proposed publishing a
weekly hobby newspaper. At
that time, numismatic month-
lies had been attempted by
Chet Krause, Lee Hewitt, the
Lawrence Brothers and of
course the American
Numismatic Association. Few
in the coin trade believed a
weekly publication would be
viable.

Amos proved the gainsay-
ers resoundingly wrong when
his publication quickly climbed
to paid weekly circulations of
175,000 copies.

With that large reader-
ship, millions of dollars in
advertising revenue rolled in
making his publication and wal-
let fat. Mail overwhelmed the
local Post Office officials. The
government established a sepa-
rate postal zone on the Amos Press loading dock.

Just short of two decades after the founding of the
publication, we did our 1,000th issue. The following
spring as the 20th anniversary neared, Margo Russell
who had succeeded Dick Johnson years before as CW's
Editor, decided we needed to commemorate the auspi-
cious 1980 event, and somebody (I think it was probably
Jay Guren or Courtney Coffing) suggested a short
snorter: a signed note that linked all the signatories to a
common event, time and place.

Appropriately the note selected was a Twenty.
The double sawbuck was a then current Series 1977 on
Philadelphia, serial number C 19204963 A. Lightly cir-
culated, the $20 was donated by Coin World Editor
Margo Russell, who pulled it right out of her pocket-
book, and years later confided to me that she didn't

think she ever got reimbursed out of petty cash.
It was passed around the office and signed on its

face by Amos Press management and Coin World editor-
ial staffers, including President J. Daniel Francis,
Publisher John Amos, Clearinghouse Editor Marilyn
Tiernan, Jane Hutchins, co-International Editors David
T. Alexander and Courtney L. Coffing, Pat Boerger,

Sharon Maurer, Dorothy Cernyar, Bill Gibbs, Cindy
Wilt, Jay Guren, Editor Margo Russell, and yours truly,
then the publication's News Editor.

Signing the back of the note were Coin World
founder J. Oliver Amos, and ad staffers Irma Francis,
Brenda Wyen, Kay Block, Candie Schaffer, Rita
Gerkey, Evelyn Fair, Bill Hampton, Carolyn Watkins,
Connie Iler, Katie Eshback, Ad Manager Torn Ehler,
and Assistant Ad Manager Charles Wilson.

Marilyn photographed the note and ran it in her
"Collectors Clearinghouse" column in the June 11,
1980 issue. Shortly thereafter I ran off a commemora-
tive label on our Compugraphic headline setting
machine, glued it to an acrylic case, and carted the note
to Memphis as a donation to SPMC's annual Tom Bain
breakfast raffle. The short snorter was won in the raffle
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by Michigan collector Mart Delger, who annually head-
ed up the exhibits at the show. After the breakfast I
photographed Mart and emcee Wendell Wolka, spent a
few bucks in the bourse, attended several club meetings,
the auction, interviewed a slew of collectors and dealers,
and headed back to Sidney to file my stories.

I also promptly forgot about the Coin World 20th
Anniversary short snorter.

Flash forward another 20 years. It's 2000, a new
century, and I'm at Memphis setting up an exhibit
detailing "Abraham Lincoln on Non-Federal Currency"
when who comes up for a chat but Mart Delger. Both
of us are decades older and wiser, but he is still exhibits
honcho at Memphis.

Mart said he had something to show me. He
pulled out the plastic case labeled "Coin World 20th
Anniversary." Still inside was the autographed note
with the signatures of all my former colleagues. He
pointed to my bold strokes near the Federal Reserve
Seal and we reminisced. Mart asked me about the
whereabouts of some of the other signers and I filled
him in the best I could.

Most of the 27 signatures on both sides of the note
were penned boldly with a black sharpie. Although sev-
eral of the signers have since passed on (notably J.
Oliver Amos and Charlie Wilson) many of those indi-
viduals are still actively involved in the hobby. Bill
Gibbs has my old job as News Editor of Coin World and
recalled recently that somebody filled in his name
because he was absent, covering a coin show. Dave
Alexander is a cataloger at Stack's in New York and pens
a monthly column on medals for his old employer.
Courtney Coffing is retired from Krause Publications
and recently came out with a revised edition of his cata-
log of notgeld. Of course, yours truly is now Editor of
this publication.

Nineteen-eighty, the year we signed that note, was
a great one for this hobby. Gold and silver were boom-
ing to unprecedented heights carrying collectable coins
and paper money to then dizzying extremes. C011/2 World
was a vigorous 20. The publication was booming.
Subscriptions were rising. Page counts were enormous.
Two section 160-180 page issues were the rule. That
year, according to an industry survey, Coin World pub-
lished more pages (editorial and advertising) than any
other periodical but Time magazine -- and our pages
were three times the size of theirs!

The news rooms, ad shop and production bay
bristled. The signers of that note were busy people,
linked by common goals, stressed by common burdens,
and enjoying uncommon successes.

That summer at the nearby Cincinnati American
Numismatic Association Convention, we published daily
issues of Coin World and gave away another Coin World
20th Anniversary short snorter as a door prize at our
convention booth. We also issued a Coin World 20th

anniversary medal which featured the famous Cincinnati
Davidson-Probasco fountain. I still have the lead die
trial. CIF. and all of us were very successful that year. J.
Oliver Amos, the owner was pleased; at Christmastime
he distributed the largest employee bonus in the firm's
century long existence! It was one heck of a year.

Personally, it was a great year for me too. My wife
Patricia and I celebrated our 10th anniversary. We had
been blessed with both a fine daughter, Becky, and a
fine son, Fred IV. We took a two week long vacation to
Canada that is still a source of family pride.

I reflected over the note in Mart's hand. Dave
Alexander and Bill Gibbs have remained friends for
years and years. The forgotten faces of some of the oth-
ers flashed briefly before my eyes. I remembered silly
anecdotes about some of them and more serious times
about others. I remembered attending Charlie Wilson's
funeral the summer after the note was signed.

I remembered engaging Tom Ehler to become my
advertising consultant at Beckett Publications years
later. I remembered flying Bill Hampton and his wife
to Dallas and trying to pursuade him into accepting a
job there as my Ad Manager. There were others. Mart
and I reminisced about "old times" and "by gones."

That bill was rich in memories for me, and Mart
knew it. After two decades as its custodian, he decided
to part with it. "Would I be interested?" Sure I would...
but before we could strike a deal something else came
up. I don't remember if he was distracted or if I was.

I came home from Memphis without that note,
but surely not forgetting it again. I wrote Mart and
made an offer. He accepted and said he'd bring it back
to Memphis for me again this year. Well he did, and
the Coin World 20th Anniversary short snorter is
"home." It probably wouldn't be worth more than
twenty bucks to most people. Outside of its holder, who
could piece together the story it was meant to tell? Just
27 signatures on a double sawbuck to some, but it's both
precious and priceless to this writer.

That's the essence of short snorters. We too were
in the trenches waging a battle against unremitting
deadlines under the watchful eye of a stern chain of
command. That bill records the hands and the humani-
ty that brought that publication to its thousands and
thousands of readers at a given point in time. We
shared good times and bad, and thought it worth pen-
ning our names to a piece of paper money to mark our
publication's anniversary.

They don't make 'em like that anymore -- either
the old style FRN or that capable and hard working
group that fed Oliver Amos's presses week-in and week-
out preparing all the hobby news that fit around a hun-
dred-plus pages of ads attesting that numismatics was
alive and thriving.

At 20, we also signed a note testifying Amos' Folly
was doing just fine too, thank you! It still is.
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